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New York City, New York, USA

Scene
A single seat black vehicle pulls up to the entrance of the Four Seasons hotel on 57th Street New 
York. Several police officers are milling around chatting to one another and drinking coffee from 
paper cups. Two police are engaged in questioning the doorman while another group of officers 
are detaining people leaving the hotel to ask questions. 
The door of the vehicle disengages and slides upwards with the characteristic hiss and out of it 
steps a man. The eyes of several police officers are automatically drawn to this man who is 
somewhat striking in appearance despite being of average height. He stands in front of the vehicle 
taking in the scene with dazzling bright blue eyes. Surreptitiously he double taps his pinky finger 
and thumb together and the door of the vehicle slides down and it drives off with a whizz. He is 
dressed in a well cut black trench coat, open and flapping in the wind which hugs broad shoulders 
that taper down in a v to a thick trunk. Golden curly hair dances around his scalp as he peers at 
the officers until, with a small smile, he focuses on a man in a plain grey coat who is smoking a thin 
cigar and speaking to a woman. One of the officers steps forwards to address the golden haired 
man who, with a glance and a small nod, walks right past the officer towards the now focus of his 
attention.
He walks up the pair who break off their conversation and turn, puzzled and slightly annoyed, as 
he addresses them.

Golden Haired Man: Detective Mancelli, I presume?
Mancelli: Yeah that’s right, and who are you buddy?
The golden haired man ignores the question and turns towards the woman and locks eyes with 
her. She stares back coolly, not breaking contact and a long moment passes. Mancelli’s expression 
darkens.
Mancelli: Hey listen buddy I asked you a question.
Both the golden haired man and the woman ignore Mancelli. The moment passes and golden hair 
flashes a smile revealing straight, white teeth.
Golden Haired Man: So who are you with?
Woman: CIA, you?
Golden Haired Man: ICIU.
The woman whistles softly and Mancelli falls silent. The golden haired man reaches into his trench 
coat and pulls out a badge showing it to both the woman and Mancelli. He turns towards the 
detective.
Golden Haired Man: I’m GD Luke Stridor and I’m gonna need all the info you have so far so I 
want you to gather up all the reports from the officers while I go up to check out the scene. You can 
take care of that for me, right Detective?
Stridor’s tone is warm, without derision and yet strongly compelling and Mancelli nods in 
deference. Stridor then turns to look again at the woman who is only slightly shorter than he is. 
She is dressed smartly in navy trousers and matching blazer over a white blouse. Her hair is light 
brown and cut short to frame a handsome angular face. Stridor raises his eyebrows quizzically 
while meeting her gaze levelly and she smiles slightly.
Woman: Joline Roevinger.
Stridor: Pleasure to meet you Joline.
Stridor extends his hand and they shake briefly.
Stridor: Would you mind coming up to check the room with me?
Joline nods and they turn as one and walk together towards the entrance leaving behind Mancelli 
who has put out his cigar and is gesturing exuberantly towards several of the officers filled with a 
new sense of purpose.



Stridor
I’m walking through the lobby and noticing the fancy decor offset by numerous green plants placed 
surreptitiously throughout. The past five years have seen much more green in the city and the air is 
fresher. There are a few people wandering about and more police officers questioning people. I 
dismiss the scene easily, I doubt the officers are going to find anything unusual down here not now, 
a few hours after the death. We walk straight through towards the elevators and I’m noticing my 
feelings about Joline. I like her straightforward no bullshit attitude, she matched me fluidly and 
that’s a good start. I contemplate how much of this investigation I’ll let her in on, knowing full well I 
can shut her out anytime and knowing that she knows it too. She presses the up button and 
immediately an elevator door slides open and we enter. Which floor? I ask while knowing it is the 
38th. I want to see what she knows so far. Floor 38 she answers and I lean in and press the 
button. The doors slide closed and the elevator begins its ascent. I step back into the corner and 
look at Joline and enjoy the curves that her outfit is cut to pay very subtle attention to, she is 
looking right back at me with a thoughtful expression on her face. I allow a smile out knowing full 
well the disarming charm I have access to when I want it. I appreciate her body, she definitely 
keeps fit and she looks like she knows how to fight too. A strong woman, I wonder how many men 
are intimidated by the the unshakeable attitude she holds in front of her. I wonder when the last 
time she got laid was. She breaks the silence as the tiniest spots of color rise on her cheeks. ICIU 
huh she says I wonder what has you guys called in? From initial reports seems to be a pretty cut 
and dry case of suicide. I smile again, she is both probing and trying to find something to say. UN 
delegate dies during the Unity Summit, c’mon you know as well as I do there is something more 
going on here. She glances down slightly before looking back up in well veiled defiance. That 
bothered her a little, cute. A silence stretches out between us and my thoughts drift to the gorgeous 
little blonde I left this morning. That was a good night. 

Roevinger
This guy... handsome but smug and too pretty, far too pretty. His confidence simultaneously 
annoys and attracts me. Working for the International Criminal Investigations Unit doesn’t pull 
immediate rank on me yet I know he can get it if he asks. I don’t know what there is to this case, 
yet he’s right my feelings tell me this is not a suicide even though I haven’t seen anything yet. I 
want this case and I’m not going to let this guy take it from me even if it means having to work with 
him... it could be nice to work with him... no I’m not going to think about that, getting involved with 
this guy would be a  bad idea. So what do you think might be going on then? I ask him. His gaze 
had become a little cloudy in the silence and then he turns towards me. He smiles in that self-
assured way and looks right at me. Those eyes are seriously blue. I don’t know yet, let’s find out 
shall we he replies as the elevator comes to a stop and the doors slide open. He strides out in front 
of me and turns right. He knows where he is going, bastard, and I quicken my step to keep up. We 
get to room 387 which is open and has a police officer standing at the door. Stridor flashes his 
badge and walks in, I show the officer my badge, he nods and I enter. There is a forensics team 
doing a sweep and Representative Ubootu is lying on his back on the big King size bed. His head 
is a mess and I can see straight away the bullet entered from under his chin. I look up and sure 
enough there is a crack in the roof. He was sitting on the bed and the gun is still held in his left 
hand, with a silencer screwed on. Interesting, why would he use a silencer to kill himself?
I glance over at Stridor, he has done a circuit of the room already and is now talking to one of the 
forensic team. I walk over to them and he glances at me briefly and then nods slightly. Oh so I 
have your permission to join do I Mr? I feel my eyes narrow slightly and my lips thin arg this guy 
irritates me! He sees my face and the corners of his mouth rise slightly and he looks amused. I feel 
a heat of mixed emotions flush quickly through my body that slightly turn me on. Fuck this guy. I 
had to put up with a lot of shit from men in my rise through the CIA yet this guy disarms me whilst 
making me feel appreciated and it’s infuriatingly enjoyable. I suppress the rise of feelings and 
return to calmness and focus on the conversation.



Scene
Stridor turns back to focus on the forensic officer. She is early 30’s tall and slim and dressed for her 
job in white coat, gloves and a pair of scanning glasses. A badge attached to her coat pocket 
signifies her as the head of this team.
Stridor: So what have you found so far, Miss...?
Forensic officer: Ralta, Lynn Ralta. 
Stridor nods and smiles gesturing with his hands to continue. Ralta clears her throat before 
continuing to speak.
Ralta: So far we haven’t turned up anything. Mr Ubootu has been checked in for 5 days and the 
only prints other than his are more than 5 days old, of which there aren’t many as the Four 
Seasons has a thorough cleaning protocol. We haven’t found any unusual hair or other DNA 
evidence of anyone being in the room. The angle of bullet entry into both skull and the roof 
matches up with what we would expect for him sitting on the bed and holding the weapon himself.
Stridor: And him being left handed?
Ralta: He is wearing a watch on his right arm, apart from that I don’t have access to his personal 
records.
She shrugs.
Stridor: What about points of entry? Any sign of the windows or door being tampered with?
Ralta: No, everything seems as normal.
Stridor: Thank you Lynn. Finish your sweep and then let the coroners take care of the body. If you 
do find anything follow the standard reporting procedures and I would also like to be contacted 
directly. I will pass you my contact, ok?
Ralta nods and Stridor extends his right hand. She takes it and they shake allowing their thumbs to 
touch for a moment before breaking contact. At a subtle level a signal from the interface embedded 
in Stridor’s brain hits the transceiver in his thumb and the electronic business card is passed 
across to Ralta and relayed into her interface.
Stridor turns away from her to face Roevinger and Ralta returns to her task of sweeping the room.
Stridor: What do you think?
Roevinger: All evidence seems to point towards the initial assessment of suicide.
Stridor: Sure that is what the evidence says, what about your intuition... what does that say?
Roevinger pauses for a few moments studying Stridor’s face before replying.
Roevinger: I don’t buy it. It’s neat and tidy yet all that does is suggest that if anyone else was 
involved then they are professionals.
Stridor nods slowly and then leans in to talk quietly to Roevinger.
Stridor: Two things. Notice Ubootu’s face, he has been crying. Not unusual in itself but look at the 
room projector, it has been moved and then moved back but not completely. Use your optical 
enhancements, CIA standard issue right?
Roevinger nods and her eyes focus as she stares at the space Stridor had indicated.
Stridor: See the lighter dust patch?
Roevinger’s eyes widen slightly and Stridor is nodding again.
Stridor: Let’s go check out the security surveillance. I have a feeling we will find the same story, 
neat and tidy. However with some astute observational skills we might just find another detail or 
two to enhance our suspicions (at this Stridor winks).
Roevinger nods warily and the two turn and leave the room together.

*                 *                 *

Tokyo, Japan

Demarcus



I sit comfortably watching out the window as the train smoothly pulls out from Tokyo station. The 
carriage is full now, except for the seat opposite me. The train is moving quick now, yet nowhere as 
quick as it will be when it gets out over the open water. There is nothing to look at but the 
blackness of tunnel and I lean forwards resting my elbows on the small table in front of me 
pressing my lips against my hands. I allow my mind to drift over the details of the case so far 
loosely letting the pieces of the puzzle spread out. The information appears as objects in my mind 
and I take each one turning it around, getting a feel for the shape of it.
Representative Ubootu, one of the five delegates from Central Africa the day before had stood up 
in the Global Unity Summit declaring his intention to block the proceedings towards global unity. 
Africa, he claimed, did not yet feel the US and other Western countries had made adequate 
reparations. His nation still struggled, still required more support and demanded it before it could 
ever agree to enter the Unity Agreement. Gregory James, one of the North American reps argued 
this and the conversation got heated, mediation was required. 
And now he is dead. Found in his hotel room several hours ago with a silenced gun in his hand.
Evidence points to suicide and this is the official story to be allowed out, for now. 
The IAM doesn’t buy it, and neither do I and so I am sent in to find out more as an investigator 
while damage control works to clean up. This Unity Agreement is too important and we have 
worked too hard to get to this point to allow it to be stalled now. Humanity is generally ready, we 
agree, and this next step is going to be a massive impetus for our next stage arising. 
Galactic. 
I pause in my thoughts for a moment and relish the memory of sensation that Galactic Unity brings. 
As much as I understand how difficult it can be for some to even contemplate the possibilities that 
exist, I want this for us, for me. 
Someone or some group, very intelligent, is behind this I am sure of it. I will find out.
I let go now and the thoughts drift off into the background where my subconscious will continue to 
investigate. There is no insight rushing forth at this moment, and I need more information. While 
my brain and nervous system are capable of handling large amounts of information for extended 
periods I am always cautious with burning through those resources when not required.
Sitting back I look out the window again. The train has just emerged from the Tokyo Bay Aqua Line 
and we are accelerating across the Bosu Peninsula towards Katsuura where the train meets the 
floating tracks. I admire the nature as we pass, enjoying it as a green blur with details increasingly 
impossible to make out as we pick up speed.
Soon enough forest gives way to rice fields which give way to a small seaside town which shoots 
past in a moment and then we are out over the water and moving really fast. I settle in and marvel 
at the speed we are traveling. Every trip I allow myself to feel this awe of a world changing rapidly 
and all that entails. I watch the swell and constant motion of the ocean which now extends as far 
as I can see into the distance. I allow that expanse to take my mind into stillness. 
I drift off.
...
Something changes and I rouse enough, without opening my eyes, to notice the subtle shift as the 
train shifts from acceleration to deceleration. Halfway. There is no need to activate my interface to 
check as my sensory biology is enhanced enough to recognize the slightest variations in all kinds 
of variables. I drift back into restful sub-awareness.
...
I become aware that we are slowing down to a final stop. I stay with my eyes closed enjoying the 
restful sensations as I gently track with felt-sensation the movement of passengers off and then 
new passengers entering. Minutes pass, about 15, and I hear the doors slide shut and with a small 
shudder we are moving again. Something feels... different. I open my eyes and there on the other 
side of the aisle in the chair facing towards me is a woman looking right at me. 
Short, curly blonde hair frames an almost doll-like face. Cute button nose and blue eyes. There is 
something about those eyes that speak of much more maturity than her face and body suggest. 
She blinks twice and the maturity is gone and those eyes are meeting mine through long, styled 
eyelashes. I smile and she looks down and I take the opportunity to observe the rest of her. Her 
small yet curvy figure is accentuated by her tan smart-casual attire. Her skirt is short enough to 
show full, strong thighs and I admire the muscular curve of her calves. We lock eyes again.



Would you like to join me? I offer. She smiles, nods and stands fluidly crossing the aisle in two 
graceful steps and just like that is sitting opposite me. My body tenses, something is off and I look 
at her. She is smiling coyly and indicates downwards with her head. I lean back and glance under 
the table and she has a stunner trained on me. Rapidly I begin assessing my options. For her to 
get the drop on me means she is fast, and smart. Best case scenario I can take the stun in my 
right knee paralyzing my right lower leg. I’ll probably be able to disarm her yet a scene would be 
made and the transit police will arrive. There is nowhere off the train so I would have to allow 
myself to be taken into custody. IAM would have to intervene and likely I would lose the case. Less 
than a second has passed, I sigh inwardly and relax slightly. Let’s see what she wants first. Her 
smile broadens.
Gabriel I’m both flattered and disappointed that a smile and some eyelash fluttering can disarm 
you so utterly she says. 
She knows my name.
I feel myself get really curious now and the tension lifts from my body. She is no longer aiming the 
stunner at my groin, which is good. To take a full stun in the genitals creates serious complications 
for a man, ones I would really rather do without.  
I look at her and wait.
I’m your handler, Luisa. Relief and embarrassment flood through my body. I lean forward slightly. 
Most call me Demarcus I purr. She sits back and laughs. Don’t try that on me *Gabriel* she 
emphasizes my name. You are not my type at all. She pauses for a moment. I’m feeling... 
turbulent. This woman has just disarmed me physically and emotionally. I’m in awe and noticing 
experiencing it as attraction. I’ve read your case files, you’re good Gabriel. You have weaknesses 
though as we have just observed. I am going to be following you closely and you will be reporting 
to me regularly, ok?

Luisa
I’m watching him closely, deliberately pushing him. My intuition is that he wont trust me unless he 
knows I am strong and I don’t have time to let him discover it on his own. He probably realizes that 
the next few minutes will be defining whether he continues on to New York or not. His face tightens 
momentarily and then he relaxes and nods. A moment passes and suddenly he breaks out into a 
big smile. Alright Luisa you made your point. I see you and I think I have heard about you before... 
did you work on the Greater EU transition? Relief washes through me and I relax and smile too. I 
knew he was the right choice. Yes I played my part in that I reply. He whistles slightly that was a 
tough one as I recall. It could have crashed and burned so easily with all those opposing factions. 
He is wearing open appreciation on his face, I like how naked he is with his emotions especially as 
I am aware at his ability to conceal or reveal. Ok let’s be open he says as he leans forward placing 
his elbows on the table. I lean back and gesture for him to continue. Let’s see what he has to say. I 
need freedom when I work. I can’t be checking in with you for every move I make or getting 
permission before I take action. I nod, I expected as much what else? I ask. I want to hear it all 
before we define the relationship. That’s all, apart from the usual support. I do want your trust 
though, am I going to have to work for it? He says this with a smile and I smile back, yeah probably 
I reply. Reasonable requests and what I expected from reading his files. This is a totally different 
situation then the EU transition and I need a detective who will act on his own initiative, although I 
wont tell him that. I watch him settle back looking confident now that our relationship has been 
negotiated so smoothly and efficiently. Gabriel I say. He perks up and looks at me. I want you to 
give me access to your interface feed for the duration of this case. Shock momentarily passes 
across his face, just the briefest moment but I see it. That’s unacceptable Luisa he replies softly. I 
can see him clamping down ready to make a stand. It is required. You are good at what you do yet 
my understanding of patterns is more nuanced, which is why I am a handler and you are a 
detective. I wont interfere in your flow except to make suggestion when or if I think it is necessary. I 
will be working with the damage control unit simultaneously and their streams of information. For 
me to do my job effectively I will need yours too. This is non-negotiable. He sighs. O.k. I leave it to 
you to use proper discrimination then. I nod in ascent. Done. Now have you reviewed all the files to 
date? He nods. Good lets go over them. I lean forward slightly over the table while activating my 
interface. I sub vocalize the command to connect with the tables projector giving permission for 



Gabriel also to access the stream. Information springs into life between us and coalesces almost 
instantly into an image of a hotel room with the body of the now deceased Representative Ubootu 
lying back on the bed, gun in hand. Gabriel leans forward I hadn’t received this image yet, may I? I 
nod ascent and watch him closely. He becomes intent on the image his eyes narrowing and 
furrowing slightly as he begins to manipulate the space with his hand. He turns the 3-dimensional 
image to see from all angles, zooming in on Ubootu’s face and then zooming out to see the whole 
room. He works quickly and I am noticing small signs in an otherwise unchanged expression that 
tell me he has found something. Good. I would be extremely disappointed if he missed what I am 
expecting should be obvious to him. I wait patiently.  
He sits back again and looks up at me. Not suicide. I raise my eyebrows in question. Oh? I ask. He 
laughs again don’t play games with me Luisa. Obviously you’ve already seen it otherwise why 
would we even be here. I nod slowly right, however I only just received this image before boarding 
in Honolulu. We did not know what to expect actually, the initial sense was that suicide was unlikely 
yet it may have been we just moved in for a clean up job. This event is going to have ripples 
regardless of the cause. You ask for trust Gabriel, now lets get there quickly. Yes I see what’s clear 
here and I need to know how sharp your senses are, now tell me what do you see? I’m cutting a 
little bit, we don’t have time to fuck around anymore as the train will be arriving in LA in around two 
hours and our physical contact will be limited after. He looks at me and we meet eyes. His gaze is 
steady and I hold it. Moments pass and the air seems to become thicker.

Demarcus
I feel my body become more solid as my awareness sharpens. Time seems to slow. Luisa is 
deeply present and it is allowing me to drop, fast. My heart is beating in my chest slowly, fully. Thud 
thud, thud thud. I listen to it. Strangely I am feeling really tuned on and my groin is tingling as 
electrical sparks dance up my spine.
I zoom the image onto Ubootu’s face. Tears I say. Luisa nods. Redundancy has dropped away, we 
are on the same page now and words are mostly a formality. I shift the picture over to the room 
projector and lift my chin slightly. Luisa nods again. I shift the picture once more to just beside the 
table holding the projector. I zoom in to high definition on the carpet. The faded imprints of many 
footprints are present yet here there is an oddity. Six footprints, three pairs, facing the bed. Barely 
discernible amongst the chaotic bending of carpet fibers yet unmistakably present to my eye. 
Those footprints I say. Luisa smiles widely. Good she says. She reaches out and takes my hand. 
Tingles run up my arm. My vision expands peripherally and her image races in to fill the center. 
Time slows even further. I am... We are...

Demarcus and Luisa
We are connected. My experience is his and my experience is hers. Hearts opening. Trust 
deepening. Secrets revealed. Shadows unveiled. An eternity passes that is irrelevant. I see myself 
in my eyes. Dancing. Fear. Nervousness. To let go this fully with another. To have our identity 
stripped away so completely that who we are as a separate self is only in service of this. And we 
only just met. Irrelevant. This case, the greater good demands our mutual participation. 
Unrestrained.
.................
Time returns. Sensation returns. Only a few seconds have passed. We drop back into our 
individual awareness and the space separates like the gradual release of velcro being pulled apart. 
We return... and look at one another. There is no hiding now, we are together in this.

Scene
Demarcus and Luisa are sitting over a small table placed between them. They are looking at one 
another and talking softly.
We zoom out and observe the rest of the carriage with it’s mixture of smartly dressed individuals 
from all different races. Some are sitting on their own having retracted the table and swiveled to 
face the front, and others sitting facing one another talking or working with shared information 



streams through the tables projector. A few stare blankly, lost in thought, out the windows and the 
endless expanse of rippling water. The only noticeable homogeneity present in this group is the air 
that one would expect to find in a business class carriage. 
As we continue to zoom out we pass through the walls of the carriage and are on the outside 
seeing a train hurtling along at 912 miles per hour. The train is flowing smoothly along tracks 15 
feet above the ocean surface. Floating pylons every 70 feet hold the twin tracks in the air. The 
pylons are constructed with suspension inbuilt and the natural swell of ocean is absorbed while 
keeping the tracks completely level. The great blue vista of water is all we can see in any direction 
and as we hang in the air sustained by our imagination the train speeds off into the distance.
Fade
Out.

*                 *                 *

Brooklyn, New York, USA

Scene
Two men are standing outside a bar. The sign hanging above in green neon lighting says “Clover 
Club”. 
One man is small to medium height and build and partly Asian while the other is a little taller with 
some girth to his frame and a stomach that stretches slightly larger than his chest. Solid yet 
covered by a few layers of fat. This man is wearing a dark brown Burberry trench coat which, while 
classy, seems at odds to the rest of his personal style and disheveled balding hair. The man 
wearing the coat pulls out a cigarette and lighter shivering slightly as a gust of wind blows along 
the street. The lighter blows out and he tries twice more sheltering from the wind with his body 
before he gets his smoke lit. Clamping it between his teeth he speaks around the cigarette stick.
Trench coat man: So I’ll see ya later Charlie, I’m beat.
Charlie: You sure you don’t wanna hit this strip-club... man I’m telling you the women are 
exquisite! I’m gonna get myself a lap dance and happy ending.
The trench coated man laughs which turns into a cough.
Trench coat man: Naw. I’m done for the night, next time alright. You have one for me. I’m just 
gonna walk home.
Charlie: Alright Joe, you take care right.
The two shake hands and Joe walks off down the street. It’s late and the street is illuminated by the 
soft, warm glow of the solar-powered street lights.
A couple walks by with the man, tall and dark skinned, having his arm draped over the woman’s 
shoulders. She shrugs him off muttering something and he laughs and puts his arm back over her 
shoulders.
...you want it 
The last part of his words drift towards Joe as they approach and he watches them from the corner 
of his eyes scowling slightly. The couple walks by hardly noticing him and he continues down the 
street pulling his coat more tightly around him.
He walks for another block puffing on the cigarette until it is right down to the butt and stops to 
grind it out on the heel of his shoe. As he turns to drop it into a trashcan a figure darts into a 
doorway behind him. Joe pauses for a second hand raised over the bin, butt still pinched between 
clasped fingers. He drops the butt and begins walking towards the doorway.
Joe: Hey...
There is no response and he speaks again, this time more insistently.



Joe: Hey!
A man emerges from the doorway, long and lanky. All other features are hidden in the dark as he 
takes two steps towards Joe.
Man: Joe Jackson? 
The voice is soft, barely audible and Joe naturally takes a half step forwards to hear.
Joe: Yeah, who wants to know?
The man steps closer, out into the street now and somehow he is still in shadow despite being in 
full range of the street lighting. Joe stumbles backwards slightly.
Joe: wha...
His words turn to a gurgle as the knife enters his torso. The incredibly long blade tip parts the skin  
easily as if, with a sigh, this intrusion was welcome and expected. We follow this folded alloy of 
steel, chromium and carbon, which has been meticulously sharpened to a hair thin edge, as it 
penetrates the rectus abdominis. The vertically oriented muscle fibers are sliced like electric sliding 
doors were opening to greet it. The tiniest hiss of air escapes, too quiet to be heard by a human 
ear yet somehow detected by the aggressor who grins in manic delight. His face is pressed close 
to Joe’s and his breath somehow cold on Joe’s cheek. His eyes are intensely locked with the 
surprised man experiencing his last moments of life. The blade is aimed with precision and passes 
through the abdominal cavity unhindered to then poke and part another layer as the diaphragm is 
punctured. At this Joe’s mouth goes slack and tension begins to leak from his body. A gasp 
escapes as the knife cuts through the fascia surrounding his heart and the right ventricle is opened 
from within. Immediately the pericardium sac begins to pool with blood and the heart ceases to 
expand. There is a pause for a moment and from a distance it looks like two lovers embracing and 
then the shadowy man steps back, the blade smoothly withdrawn. Blood leaks out of Joe’s heart, 
his blood pressure dropping drastically as within seconds his brain ceases to function. Joe drops to 
the ground and his attacker steps forward wiping the knife quickly on Joe’s coat before turning and 
walking away blending into the shadows and disappearing from sight within a few steps.
Joe emits a final gurgle and then is still and silent on the street.

The wind blows an eerie note as it carries Joe’s soul away to wherever it is that dead souls go.


